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Written by Martin Hörmann (ESR4)

A recent collaboration between ICFO 
(Barcelona) and Politecnico di Milano 
focused on combining the previously 
rather separated realms of 3D imaging 
and ultrafast optics. Namely, the 3D 
imaging technique of Optical Diffraction 
Tomography (ODT), which is well 
established in the bio and cell-imaging area, 
has been demonstrated with light pulses 
having a pulse duration as low as twenty 
femtoseconds and in turn a spectrum of 
more than 100nm bandwidth. There is 
potential impact in both directions: 3D 
(live) cell-imaging can profit from ultrafast 
pump probe techniques whereas  ODT 
can be applied to study also ultrafast 
processes in 3D in material science, such 
as photoinduced charge-carrier diffusion 
in semiconductors. 

Tomography retrieves the three-
dimensional structure of an object. In 
many cases images (2D projections) of 
the object can be acquired, such as x-ray 
images of bones in the human body, 
and the missing third dimension can be 
resolved by acquiring images from all 
around 180° of the sample by use of the 
Radon Transform. This is called Projection 
Tomography and is utilized in Computed 
Tomography (CT scan)  with x-rays in 
hospitals. ODT is the follow-up of this 
technique concerning also diffraction, as 
occurs by cell imaging where the size of 
the object and the wavelengths used are 
of similar order. The connection between 
images and 3D structure is established 

in a more complicated manner and 
requires amplitude and phase of the 
electric field, in contrast to intensity only 
[1], [2]. Further, rotating the source and 
detection part becomes a major problem 
with cells in microscopes. Therefore, the 
standard ODT setup up to now consists 
of an interferometric setup in which 
the detection part and sample are fixed 
but the angle of the incoming beam is 
scanned with a condenser lens. Then, to 
retrieve amplitude and phase, the image 
field interferes with a reference wave 
on the camera (off-axis holography). The 
holography constrains the light sources 
to have a long coherence length, in order 
to keep the interference for different 
illumination angles. This is the exact 
opposite property of femtosecond pulses, 
which are the shortest existing light pulses 
in the visible. Furthermore, narrowband 
light sources introduce severe speckle 
noise.

In order to remove this speckle noise 
and to move to more easy setups there 
popped up many creative ways in the 
recent years in the optical imaging field.  
Some approaches keep the holographic 
scheme and elaborately compensate for 
broadband illumination [3], [4] or use shear 
interferometry [5]. Other approaches only 
record intensity images mainly with LEDs 
as light source and either recover the 
complex field prior to tomography [6], as 
Transport of Intensity Equation [7] or only 
use the measured intensity fields [8]. These 
methods rely solely on nonlinear inverse 
problem solver which play an increasingly 

bigger role in this field.

The current work carried out by one 
ESR in in the group of Niek van Hulst in 
ICFO, Barcelona, concentrated on the 
“hardware” side. The aim was to ultimately 
use broadband light sources to do ODT in 
a classical holographic configuration. To 
start, an easy microscopic system with 
low resolution was built to understand 
the basics of ODT and 3D reconstruction. 
Then, step by step, the complexity of 
the setup is increased by going to more 
broadband light sources. With decreasing 
the pulse length,  the challenge consists 
of keeping interference of the two pulses 
which were in the end only a few tens of 
micrometers long over the entire camera 
chip for different illumination angles. It 
was shown that in order to fully interfere 
20 femtosecond pulses from a Titanium 
Sapphire oscillator with a bandwidth 
of more than 100nm, the pulses of the 
two interferometric branches need to 
have exactly the same properties as the 
chirp introduced by dispersive optical 
elements, propagation distance as well 
as position and curvature on the camera 
chip. Towards the end, proof-of-principle 
experiments were conducted showing 
the reconstruction of objects at the full 
bandwidth of the Ti:Sapphire oscillator in 
a hyperspectral approach allowing to keep 
the short pulse durations when acquiring 
the spectrum. Therefore this system can 
be straight-forwardly implemented in 
already existing widefield pump probe 
schemes [9] to combine ultrafast optics 
with 3D imaging.

Ultrafast Optics in Microscopy: Recent Advances
3D Imaging with Femtosecond Pulses 
Combining 3D Imaging with Ultrafast Optics 
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Written by Eleanor Beatrice Munger (ESR6)

Optical microscopy helps visualize 
biological subjects at the smallest scale 
without disrupting the sample itself. But 
the very size of light means that it cannot 
interrogate a space smaller than 100 nm, 
this limit is known as the diffraction limit. 
The molecules making up cells and tissues 
are 0.1-10 nm in length, and thus hundreds 
to thousands of molecules are seen in 
each pixel of light in a microscope image 
(when you take into account volume of 
the pixel). Current advances in biomedical 
optical imaging challenge the diffraction 
limit in a variety of methods in order 
to improve biological understanding 
with higher spatial resolution in order 
to approach the molecular scale. To this 
end, imaging the molecular organization 
with a diffraction-limited spot can provide 
much information about the properties of 
biological material that can be exploited 
for biomedical understanding. In order to 
probe sub-micron molecular organization, 
polarized light can interact with biological 
matter to reveal the average orientation 
and distribution of molecules within a 
focal volume.

In order to draw response from molecules 
within such a small sample volume, 
nonlinear spectroscopy, such as coherent 
Raman scattering (CRS) or second/third 
harmonic generation (SHG/THG), is used 
to generate sufficient signal for efficient 
data collection.

Coherent Raman scattering is a chemically 
selective technique which can probe the 
molecular orientation of C-H bonds within 
lipid structures in biological material. Since 
Raman scattering probes the polarizability 
of bond vibrations, matching the excitation 
polarization to the bond’s orientation 
increases the intensity of the emitted 
signal. Thus, by sequentially measuring 
the intensity change while modulating the 
excitation polarization, the orientation and 
molecular order of the selected bonds 
can be probed. Polar-CRS imaging has 
been employed to measure the molecular 
organization of single lipid membranes, 
but it is more fruitful in larger lipid 
structures such as myelin sheaths in neuro-
degenerative diseases such as Krabbe 
Disease [10] and Multiple Sclerosis [11] 
[12]. Furthermore, the speed of polarized 
CRS measurements is improving, with 

molecular organization images taken in 
0.25-1s to allow for minute timescale 
processes to be monitored in biological 
systems [13].

Other nonlinear contrasts provide 
material-specific polarized measurements, 
as the selection rules for Sec- ond 
Harmonic Generation and Third Harmonic 
Generation rely on the centrosymmetry 
and anisotropy of a homogenous material. 
Polarized SHG/THG measurements probe 
different molecular polarizabilities than 
CRS, providing complementary molecular 
organization information. Collagen 
birefringence makes it especially sus- 
ceptible to SHG imaging, this has been 
capitalized upon in pr-SHG medical imaging 
[14] [15]. Ducorthial et al demonstrate the 
new technological advances of fast pr-SHG 
(0.25-0.5s images) to measure increase 
in molecular organization of collagen in 
murine skin as it is stretched. Similarly, pr-
THG can probe organization of crystalline 
or isotropic structures within biological 
samples, such as lipid phase changes in 
lipid droplets [16] and crystalline particles 
in zebrafish embryos [17].

Polarization control has aided fluorescence 
microscopy as well, with the novel super-
resolution by polarization demodulation 
(SPoD) microscopy capitalizing on 
fluorescence anisotropy to resolve 
fluorophore position below the diffraction 
limit [18] [19] [20]. Without photo-
switching fluorophores as in STORM/
PALM super-resolution imaging, the 
modulated response of distinctly arranged 
fluorophores in different positions within 
the point-spread- function to a modulating 
polarization allows for their localization 
within 50nm [18] [19] [20].

In conclusion, polarization-based nonlinear 
optical microscopy provides a molecular-
orientation based readout for biological 
morphology. Such molecular orientation 
information also helps improve the 
imaging capability of super-resolution 
fluorescence microscopy improving the 
resolution of biomedical imaging.

Figure 1: (a) Nonlinear polarimetry imaging uses several multiphoton contrasts. (b) Sequential 
images from linearly polarized incident light (α) results in a modulation curve for each pixel 
which can then be fit to find orientation angle (Φ2) and modulation depth (S2) which corre-
sponds to order of dipoles giving signal. (c) generic nonlinear polarimetry microscope can have 
forward of epi detection for different sample properties and nonlinear processes. [21]

From 3D to Polarisation to Single Nanoparticle Microscopy 
Probing Biological Molecular Organization with Polarized Light Microscopy
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Figure 2 : A) Michelson interferometer acting as a Fourier Transform Spectrometer, B) Interferograms and resulting scattering spectra obtained 
after FT. C) Spatial light modulator for spectral phase encoding. D) A typical dark field microscope where an EMCCD is used to image nanoparticles 
and simultaneously record interferograms for each pixel. SuperK is a broadband laser source.

Written by Saurabh Ishwar Borkar (ESR9)

Spectrosocopy is the study of material 
interaction with light at different 
wavelengths: - its experimental challenges 
include resolving power, light collection 
efficiency, wavelength accuracy, and signal-
to-noise ratio. A typical spectrograph is 
recorded by passing a beam of white 
light through a sample of the material 
and the white light is then dispersed. The 
dispersed light, the spectrum is analyzed 
either by moving a narrow slit across it, 
recording what passes through the slit with 
a suitable detector point detector, or by 
direct recording on a multiplex camera. 
If the slit is narrow in order to see fine 
details, then very few photons reach the 
detector and the result is a low signal-
to-noise ratio. All spectrographs operate 
using fundamental geometric optics. Light 
strikes wavelength dispersive element at a 
certain angle of incidence and depending 
on the type of dispersive material such 
as grating or prism, the light is either 
diffracted or refracted. Thus, multiple 
wavelengths are recorded to characterize 
a sample. 

Several applications in biology and 
chemistry involve the study of (metallic) 
nanoparticles and their interactions 
with molecules [22] and cells [23], and 
many of the fundamental properties 
of nanoparticles are under study. In 
recent years, advances in imaging and 
spectroscopy allow us to look at single 

nanoparticles [24] and record their spectral 
response [25]. A typical experimental 
approach divides the scattered light into an 
imaging arm, which records the dark field 
image of nanoparticles, and a spectroscopy 
arm, which collects the light from a 
selected individual nanoparticle, often 
using a fiber connected to spectrometer.  
This split detection approach has two 
disadvantages:  First, a reduced number 
of photons detected in the spectrometer, 
as half the scattered light is used for 
imaging.  Second, this approach is very 
time-consuming since only single point 
spectra from one particle is recorded at 
any given time.

One can overcome these limitations 
by imaging the complete field of view 
(wide field configuration) to obtain the 
spectrum of individual particles all at once. 
To extract the spectral information, one 
relies on Fourier transform spectroscopy 
(FTS) [26]. FTS is based on a conventional 
Michelson interferometer [27] where a 
broadband source (SuperK) is split into 
two arms each having mirrors shown 
in figure 2A. The interference between 
the lights reflected off stationary and 
moving mirrors generate what is called 
an interferogram, a modulated signal 
as a function of displacement of a 
moving mirror. This signal encodes the 
wavenumber information of the source/
sample. A Fourier transform performed 
on the interferograms gives the desired 

spectrum (Figure 2B). A more practical 
and phase-stable way to implement 
Michelson interferometer is using a 
spatial light modulator (SLM), as shown 
in figure 1C which generates time delay-
dependent interferograms shown in figure 
2B. The EMCCD then records multiple time 
delay-dependent images of the sample. 
This image set contains the spectral 
interferograms. A Fourier Transform of 
these interferograms gives the desired 
spectra at each image pixel. Figure 2B 
shows the scattering from 50nm spherical 
gold nanoparticles. This technique of 
FTS is not just limited to nanoparticles 
but can also be used to perform single 
molecule non-linear ultrafast spectroscopy 
relying on fluorescence [28]. In principle 
the concept can be extended to other 
wavelength ranges such as mid-infrared 
where the fundamental vibrational modes 
of molecules exist yet due to the lack of 
availability of photodetector arrays in mid-
infrared, this technique is so far limited 
to a single photodetector. The technique 
is fast compared to point scanning single 
nanoparticles. With just recorded images 
at different time delays, one can retrieve 
spectral information of hundreds of 
individual nanoparticles. This technique 
of FTS eliminates the need of having a 
spectrometer and can be implemented in 
a widefield configuration (shown in figure 
2D) to image hundreds of nanoparticles 
at once.

Spectroscopy in wide field imaging 
Imaging for spectroscopy 
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